New Dies – September 2016

Jumbo Sets
Under the Sea Set #2 (6 Dies – fish #3, fish #8, seaweed, wave, submarine, bubbles)

Practice Slide #2 (2 Dies – Pocket and sliding flash card)

Jumbo Single
Mask and Snorkel

Plate Buddy—Turtle These are designed to use with paper plates.

Plate Buddy—Crab These are designed to use with paper plates.

Practice Slide #3 (5- slot slide)

9-Flap Learning Card
Corner Bookmark (squares, pocket triangle, circles, teeth)

Game Board #2
Game Board #4

Super Jumbo
Game Board #1

Long Cut
Bookmark – Generic

Extra Long Cut
Paper Beads Good for Holiday gift giving
Smooshes & Mustaches Good for 100th Day props